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One Shot Two Shot
Format

Intro
G D Cadd9 D    x2

Verse
    G           Bm        C                   D
The feeling you forget is one shot, two shots we ll make more sense
    G               Bm     C               D
I knew that you d be back to start it up, let s start again

Pre-Chorus
          G                                Bm
You never want to get away from what you ve done
                                          C
You never want to stop the things I ve become
                          D
I know the reason and there s just no reason

Chorus
             G
All this time that I could waste

On all the time that I could stay
                                      D
All the time I would you let you down
 G                        C
And all this time that I can be the one thing that you don t know baby
                    Am
I know the reason you ve been down
              D             G ...G-Cadd9 x3 then D
And there s just no reason

Verse
   G               Bm           C            D
You ll never take this step to make amends that we can t meet

Pre-Chorus
   G                                      Bm
You re starting over to remember who you were
                                         C
Wasting everything on what you re living for
                            D
I know the reason and there s just no reason

Chorus
            G
All this time that I could waste



On all the time that I could stay
                                      D
All the time I would you let you down
 G                        C
And all this time that I can be the one thing that you don t know baby
                    Am
I know the reason you ve been down
              D             
And there s just no reason

Bridge

Em    A  C    G
All...you do do do...
Em    A   C
All...you...ooo
Em    A  C    G
All...you do do do...

Chorus
            G
All this time that I could waste

On all the time that I could stay
                                      D
All the time I would you let you down
 G                        C
And all this time that I can be the one thing that you don t know baby
                    Am
I know the reason you ve been down
              D             G ...G-Cadd9 x3 then D...G
And there s just no reason

This is my first tab and it sounds pretty good to me so enjoy!!
by David Heredia


